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INTRODUCTION
Optical detection of electron spin resonance in zero field is being increasingly used to measure electron spin splittings and electron nuclear 1 spin interactions in excited triplet states.
In addition to the zero field spin dipolar parameters IDI and lEI, interactions due to 14N in azaaromatic 2 and 35,37 Cl , 79 Br , and 81 Br in aromatic 3 ,4,S nn* triplet states have hccn observed and analyzed to yield the out-of-plane component of the nuclear electron spin hyperfine tensor and more importantly the nuclear quadrupole splitting parameters in the lowest excited triplet states. Zero field experiments have not however provided reliable estimates of the in-plane components of the hyperfine tensor nor of the ,field gradi~~t' ~~ymm~t'r~" p~ra~ete~' n' f~~' 3'nn*' stat~s becau5'e of i:h~ o'~t-of-pl~~~:
orientation of the principle axis of the electron spin dipolar tensor.
In the following we would like to extend the information available from an analysis of zero field electron spin resonance in excited triplet states by pOinting out how the sign ?f the quadrupole splitting parameter or the absolute ordering of ,the principal axis of the'electron spin sublevel manifold can be easily and readily deduced from the observed z~rofield electron spin resonance spectra in cases where the molecule contains quadrupolar nuclear spins. The analysis is outlined for p-dichlorobenzene although it is quite general to the whole class of mono, di, tri and tetra halo substituted aromatics or for that matter to any substituted aromatic cont:aining a nonintegral nuclear spin with I > {. 
~iththe principal axes system chosen so that the x-axis is normal to th~ ~oi~~tii~r' pi~ne: ~~d 'thei~~~is' is th~' iong i~-'~lane;' a'xis' 'coinc'~dent wid~ .' . .
the carbon chlorine bonds. The asymmetry term in XQ has been neglected.
Other assumptions inherent in this Hamiltonian have been discussed e1se-where 3 and all terms have their conventional meanings.
The product functions T X X2 form a convenient starting bases set where
is the electron spin unction and Xi = ±t, ±r is the nuclear spin function of the i-th chlorine nucleus. These zero-th order spin functions diagona1ize X ss and ~Q but 1eaveX HF off-diagonal. Consequent1yi{HF mixes the nuclear-electron spin states of the Y and Z manifolds in first order. The X manifold contains four states, two being degenerate ~ _ and the other two being symmetrically split from the degenerate pair by ~2qQ as a result of the zero-th order chlorine quadrupole interaction. Applying second-order perturbation theory and including all nonvanishing terms, the following energy corrections on the states in paren-
One notes' that the out-of-plane hyp.erfine interaction causes a splitting .. -4-..
is that either the sign of e 2 qQ or the absolute ordering of the_ X elec troll spin manifold relative to the Y andZ manifolds can be readily obtained from the zero field electron spin resonance spectrum.
To illustrate this feature we consider explicitly transitions involving the triplet electrons and one or more chlorine nuclei and restrict the discussion to one chlorine isotope although extension to multiple nuclear isotopes is self-evident. The highest and lowest frequency transitions in a given electrori spin multiplet will involve simultaneous electron spin plus two chlorine nuclear spin flips. 
from which e 2 qQ = -64.5 MHz. Again this is in excellent agreement with the more exact earlier value. 
